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Multiple–True–False Questions Reveal
the Limits of the Multiple–Choice
Format for Detecting Students with
Incomplete Understandings
Brian A. Couch, Joanna K. Hubbard, and Chad E. Brassil
Abstract
By having students select one answer among several plausible options, multiple–
choice (MC) questions capture a student’s preferred answer but provide little
information regarding a student’s thinking on the remaining options. We conducted a crossover design experiment in which similar groups of introductory
biology students were assigned verbatim questions in the MC format or multiple–true–false (MTF) format, which requires students to separately evaluate
each option as either true or false. Our data reveal that nearly half of the students who select the correct MC answer likely hold incorrect understandings of
the other options and that the selection rates for individual MC options provide
inaccurate estimations of how many students separately endorse each option.
These results suggest that MC questions systematically overestimate question
mastery and underestimate the prevalence of mixed and partial conceptions,
whereas MTF questions enable students and instructors to gain a more nuanced
portrait of student thinking with little additional effort.
Keywords: assessment, multiple–choice, multiple–true–false, question format,
undergraduate education
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Instructors use assessment ubiquitously throughout undergraduate science courses to gauge student understanding of important concepts. In
addition to measuring student understanding, assessment can serve to
communicate course expectations, provide feedback that promotes learning, facilitate student discussion, and empower students to take responsibility for their own learning (Angelo 1998, Black and Wiliam 2009).
Assessment prompts come in a variety of formats, and the item types
selected for a test, quiz, or other assessment activity can have significant effects on student study behaviors and overall student performance
(Bridgeman and Morgan 1996, Stanger-Hall 2012).
Undergraduate teaching and assessment take place in a context of limited resources and practical constraints (Dancy and Henderson 2010, Ebert-May et al. 2011). As a consequence, many instructors choose to administer closed-ended items with predefined response options, allowing
for rapid machine grading. The multiple–choice (MC) format, in which
students select a single preferred answer from a list of several plausible options, has achieved widespread use in science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) disciplines, including biology courses. Over
30% of undergraduate STEM instructors report the use of MC exams
in all or most of the courses they teach (Hurtado et al. 2012), and this
percentage is likely higher among biology instructors teaching large introductory courses that serve as gateways to a major. Indeed, most introductory biology textbooks include supplementary learning programs
and test banks that use MC questions. With MC questions, incorrect responses are designed to represent known student misconceptions, and
the response rates for each so-called distractor are taken by instructors
as indications of the prevalence of the misconception among students.
MC questions have thus been employed for diagnostic purposes in the
form of in-class clicker questions or within concept inventories, allowing instructors to modify their instruction on the basis of student performance (Mazur 1996, Wood 2004, Caldwell 2007, Libarkin 2008, Adams and Wieman 2011).
As diagnostic probes, assessment items are designed to accurately
reveal student thinking regarding a concept or problem, a task that is
made difficult by the complex and incoherent structure of student mental models. Biology students often have mixed or partial understandings
in which they simultaneously hold correct and incorrect ideas about a
particular concept (Nehm and Reilly 2007). For example, students may
correctly understand that DNA mutations arise randomly in a population
and also incorrectly believe that organisms can induce specific mutations
to overcome an environmental stress (Nehm and Schonfeld 2008). The
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mixed nature of student thinking presents a problem for the MC format,
in which students can only endorse one response option. MC response selections provide information on a student’s preferred answer but provide
no direct information regarding a student’s desire to select the remaining
options. As a result, students can select the correct option while simultaneously believing (but being unable to indicate) that some of the remaining distractors are also correct. Conversely, a student may select an incorrect option but still think the correct option is true, albeit to a lesser
extent. Therefore, the artificial requirement to only select one answer
in the MC format creates a problem for biology instructors, because it
can obscure their ability to diagnose student thinking regarding the various answer options. Furthermore, MC questions are prone to test-taking
strategies (e.g., option elimination), which tend to be underused by lowperforming students and students from underrepresented groups (Kim
and Goetz 1993, Ellis and Ryan 2003, Stenlund et al. 2017).
Multiple–true–false (MTF) questions represent an alternative format
that retains many of the benefits and grading efficiencies of the MC format. MTF questions consist of a question stem followed by a series of
prompts or statements that students evaluate as being true or false. MTF
questions function similarly to MC questions in which students “select all
that apply,” except that MTF questions require marking of both correct
and incorrect statements. By having students evaluate each statement,
MTF questions have the potential to detect students with mixed conceptions, because student answers to a single question stem can include both
correct and incorrect responses (Parker et al. 2012). The MTF format also
potentially mitigates test-taking strategies that rely on option comparison. Previous research has shown that MTF questions are adequately familiar to students and that the conceptions detected by MTF questions
mirror the response patterns observed in open-ended interviews (Federer et al. 2013). Although MTF questions cannot replace open-ended
questions, similar multiple–response questions can have item difficulties
similar to free-response (FR) questions (Kubinger and Gottschall 2007)
and recapitulate some aspects of FR answers (Wilcox and Pollock 2014).
In a previous study comparing MTF and FR formats, we also found that
the rate of correct responses to MTF questions correlates with the rates
at which students will list the corresponding conceptions in FR answers
(Hubbard et al. 2017).
Despite the potential strengths of the MTF format, studies have not
directly compared student response patterns between MC and MTF questions. This comparison is important because MC questions are in widespread use, but the degree to which these questions fail to capture the
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presence of incomplete understandings remains unclear. The parallel
structure of the MC and MTF formats provides an opportunity to investigate this limitation (Figure 1); MC questions with one correct response
and three distractors are functionally equivalent to MTF questions with
one true statement and three false statements, and these questions can
be interchanged by restructuring the response input while leaving the
question prose the same. When answering such MTF questions, many
upper-division biology students who correctly identify the true statement also incorrectly mark at least one of the remaining false statements as true (Couch et al. 2015). Although these results suggest that
the MC format may overlook a substantial number of students holding
mixed or partial conceptions, these same questions were not answered
by students in the MC format, preventing a direct comparison of MC
and MTF responses.

Figure 1. MC and MTF question formats. (a) Generic format for MC and MTF questions. For MC questions, students select one response option. For MTF questions,
students answer either true or false for each of the four statements. These formats
are interchangeable when a question has only one correct or true option or statement, and the various options are nonmutually exclusive. (b) Example of an interchangeable MC×MTF question. In the MC format, this question appeared with four
response options, with “A” being the correct option. In the MTF format, this question appeared as is shown in the figure, with the first statement being true and the
remaining statements all being false.
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In this study, we sought to address several research questions related
to how response patterns and question scores differ when verbatim questions are posed in either an MC or MTF format. To what extent do the two
formats differ in revealing students who have not mastered all the concepts included in a question? How do the rates at which students select a
particular MC option compare with the rates at which they will endorse
the same option expressed as an MTF statement? How do the question
scores and overall scores that students receive differ between the MC and
MTF formats? Are findings regarding the two formats on exams recapitulated in the context of clicker questions? By addressing these questions,
we sought to provide empirical information to guide instructors as they
select and interpret different question formats.
Experimental design
For our main investigation, we implemented a within-subjects controlled
experimental design within the four-unit exams of an introductory biology course that enabled us to compare response patterns for verbatim
MC and MTF questions administered to similar groups of students. This
design was similar to that described previously (Hubbard et al. 2017), but
the exams included in these two studies took place in different semesters
with different students and different questions. Clicker questions were
asked in MC and MTF-like formats throughout the term, so the students
had practice with both formats prior to exams.
For each unit exam, we began by generating a question bank consisting
of MC and MTF questions, each having four different response options or
statements (Supplemental Figure S1). The question bank for each exam
consisted of 5 control MC questions, 10 experimental MC×MTF questions
having one correct or true and three incorrect or false response options,
and 9 control MTF questions containing two or three true statements.
The answer options for the experimental MC×MTF questions were nonmutually exclusive, meaning that each option could be interpreted independently from the others. We did not include MTF questions with either zero or four true statements because of previous observations that
students were reluctant to select those patterns during interviews (Couch
et al. 2015), suggesting that their inclusion could have introduced response artifacts.
These questions were used to make two exam versions. Control MC
and control MTF questions appeared identically on both versions. Half of
the MC×MTF questions appeared in the MC form on Version A and in the
MTF form on Version B (i.e., Set 1). The other half of the experimental
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questions appeared in the reciprocal arrangement: as MTF questions on
Version A and as MC questions on Version B (i.e., Set 2). Importantly,
the MTF section had a roughly even balance of questions with one, two,
or three true statements to discourage students from biasing their question responses toward a particular pattern (Cronbach 1941). Versions A
and B were then distributed to the students in a semi-random fashion
on exam day, alternating across auditorium rows. Across the semester,
20 control MC questions, 32 control MTF questions, and 36 experimental
MC×MTF questions were included in the final analyses. A total of 249 students were enrolled in the course, and 194 students agreed to have their
course data released for research purposes, representing a 78% participation rate. Additional details on exam construction, administration, and
processing can be found in the supplemental materials.
Data analyses
For the within-student experimental design, the main effect of question
format was robust to chance differences in the particular samples of students taking the two test versions. However, to check for differences, we
assessed the equivalence of students taking the different exam versions.
We calculated overall student scores for control questions, collected incoming ACT scores for the students taking each version, and analyzed
the differences at the student level between versions for each exam with
Student’s t-tests. To compare scores on control questions, we calculated
the percentage correct for each MC and MTF question and determined
the Pearson’s correlation between the percentage correct for each question on the two different versions. The percentage correct for an MTF
question equals the average percentage correct for each of the four true–
false (T–F) statements.
Apparent mastery was determined for the experimental MC×MTF
questions appearing in either the MC or MTF formats. For the MC format, apparent mastery was calculated as the percentage of students who
selected the correct option. For the MTF format, apparent mastery was
calculated as the percentage of students who provided a fully correct answer in which they answered all four T–F statements correctly (i.e., they
answered true for the one true statement and false for the three false
statements). Apparent mastery rates were compared at the question level
between the MC and MTF formats using a paired Student’s t-test.
We further wished to compare the rates at which students would
endorse or provide an affirmative marking of the various answer options in the two formats. In the MC format, the endorsement rates were
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calculated as the percentage of students who selected each option, and
in the MTF format, the endorsement rates were calculated as the percentage of students who marked true for each T–F statement. The endorsement rates were then grouped according to whether the underlying
option was intended to be correct or true versus incorrect or false. Incorrect or false options were further grouped according to whether the
option was the first, second, or third most popular distractor in the MC
format. The endorsement rates for the response options were compared
between the MC and MTF formats at the question level using a two-way
ANOVA (2 formats × 4 options), with question as a random effect, to protect against type I errors. This was followed by a post hoc paired Student’s t-tests to identify differences in statement endorsement rates between the two formats.
For question-level scores, we calculated the percentage correct for
each experimental MC question and the average percentage correct for
the four T–F statements constituting each MTF question. For overall
scores, we calculated the percentage correct for each student across all
experimental MC questions and all experimental MTF statements. We
compared question scores and overall scores across the two formats by
(a) calculating Pearson’s correlations between the two formats, (b) determining whether average scores differed between formats with Student’s
t-tests, and (c) identifying the intersection of the regression line with the
one-to-one line for scores in the two formats; the shape of the regression
line was determined by comparing the fit of linear and nonlinear models.
Comparison with multiple–choice and multiple–true–false–like
clicker questions
To determine whether the results from exams were robust to context,
we implemented a follow-up experiment the next year with different
assessment stakes and response technique. We used two sections of the
same course taught by the same instructor to compare response patterns for 16 new clicker questions asked in either MC or MTF-like formats. MTF-like clicker questions were delivered by having the students
manually input all the statements thought to be true on their clicker devices in alphanumeric mode and omit statements thought to be false.
For example, the students would type “AC” if they thought statements
“A” and “C” were both true. These experimental clicker questions with
one correct or true option were embedded within a broader set of MC
questions (with a single correct option) and MTF questions with two
or three true statements. The experimental questions were displayed
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alternately to one section in the MC format and to the other section in
the MTF format. A total of 468 students were enrolled in the two course
sections, and 405 students agreed to have their course data released
for research purposes, representing an 87% participation rate. To determine whether the effect of format was robust across the two contexts (i.e., high-stakes exams and low-stakes clickers), we calculated the
fractional relationship of endorsement rates (MTF or MC) in each context (the main data from exams versus the follow-up data from clickers) and compared these relationships with a two-way ANOVA at the
question level (2 contexts x 4 options).
Students perform similarly on control questions
The bulk of our analyses focused on the data set coming from exams.
For this main investigation, there was no significant difference in overall control question scores or incoming ACT scores across the different versions, suggesting they were taken by groups with similar performance for each exam (Supplemental Table S1). At the individual
question level, we calculated the percentage correct for control MC and
control MTF questions and found a strong correlation between these
question scores on the two exam versions (Supplemental Figure S2;
MC: r = .95, p < .001; MTF: r = .96, p < .001). These correlations provide a baseline of the minimal variation expected for identical questions and indicate that other factors, such as question order, did not
have major impacts on control question scores.
Multiple–choice questions overestimate mastery of all the
response options
Using the experimental MC×MTF exam questions, we estimated the degree to which the different formats revealed complete or incomplete understandings of the various response options. We analyzed this “apparent
question mastery” by comparing the percentage of students who answered correctly in the MC format with the percentage of students who
gave a fully correct answer in the MTF format, in which they answered
all four T–F statements correctly. For most questions, the percentage correct in the MC format exceeded the percentage fully correct in the MTF
format (Figure 2 a). On average, the students answered the MC format
correctly 67% of the time, whereas a similar group of students provided
a fully correct answer in the MTF format only 36% of the time (Figure
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Figure 2. The apparent mastery rates for individual questions. (a) The dots represent apparent mastery rates for each MC × MTF question. The x-axis gives the percentage of students who selected the correct option in the MC format, and the yaxis gives the percentage of students who gave a fully correct response in the MTF
format, in which all four true–false statements were answered correctly. The dotted
line represents the one-to-one line in which response options would appear if they
had the same apparent mastery rates in the different formats. (b) The average apparent mastery rates in the MC and MTF formats. The gray bars represent the average percentage correct in the MC format or percentage fully correct in the MTF
format. The error bars represent standard errors of the mean. Paired Student’s ttest: t(35) = 11.39, ∗∗∗ p < .001.

2 b; t(35) = 11.39, p < .001). Thus, although many of the students were
given full credit in the MC format, only about half of these students would
have been able to demonstrate complete question mastery when asked
to evaluate all the response options.
Multiple–choice questions misestimate the independent
endorsement rates for each option
To further understand the differences between the MC and MTF formats,
we analyzed the endorsement rates for each response option. In the MC
format, endorsement of an option was indicated by a student selecting
this option. In the MTF format, an endorsement occurred when a student marked true for a given T–F statement. We compared the percentage selecting each MC option with the percentage marking true for each
corresponding T–F statement, and these relationships were separately
visualized for the intended correct or true option (Figure 3 a) and the
incorrect or false options (Figure 3 b–d). For the correct or true option,
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Figure 3. The endorsement rates for individual response options. (a–d) The dots
represent endorsement rates for the response options in each MC×MTF question.
The x-axis gives the percentage of students who selected the given option in the MC
format, and the y-axis gives the percentage of students who marked true for the
corresponding T–F statement. The gray dots in (a) show endorsement rates for the
correct or true option, and the gray dots in (b)–(d) show endorsement rates for the
incorrect or false options, grouped based being the first, second, or third most popular distractor in the MC format. The dotted lines represent the one-to-one lines
in which response options would appear if they had the same endorsement rates
in the different formats. (e) The average endorsement rates for the correct or true
option and the three incorrect or false options. The gray bars represent the average
percentage of students selecting the given MC option, and the white bars represent
the average percentage of students marking true for the corresponding MTF statement. The error bars represent standard errors of the mean. ANOVA: main effect of
format, F(1, 245) = 120.8, p < .001; post hoc paired Student’s t-tests: correct, t(35)
= –6.33; first distractor, t(35) = –8.26; second distractor, t(35) = –9.17, third distractor: t(35) = –10.46; all ∗∗∗ p < .001.
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a higher percentage of students tended to mark true in the MTF format
than the percentage of students who selected the corresponding MC option. A higher percentage of students also marked each incorrect or false
option as true in the MTF format than the percentage of students who
selected each corresponding MC distractor.
To estimate the magnitude of these differences, we calculated the average endorsement rate for each response option across all MC×MTF
questions (Figure 3 e; ANOVA: main effect of format, F(1, 245) = 120.8,
p < .001). For the correct or true option, we found that roughly 67%
of the students selected this option in the MC format, whereas 81% of
the students marked true for this statement in the MTF format (t(35) =
–6.33, p < .001). For the incorrect or false options, we found that these
options were selected at relatively low rates in the MC format (20%,
9%, and 4% averages for the first, second, and third distractors, respectively), but these same statements were endorsed to a greater extent in
the MTF format (39%, 31%, and 23% averages for the corresponding
false statements; first distractor, t(35) = –8.26; second distractor, t(35)
= –9.17, third distractor: t(35) = –10.46; all p < .001). Thus, compared
with the MTF format, MC questions underestimated both the percentage of students who would have endorsed the correct option as well as
the percentage of students who would have incorrectly endorsed each
false option.
The effect of question format can be particularly striking when considering individual questions. For the sample question shown in Figure
1, 95% of the students correctly identified the correct option in the MC
format, implying that most of the students had mastered the underlying
concept that enzymes catalyze reactions by lowering the transition-state
energy level. The MC format also provided little indication that the stu
dents struggled with the other distractors: only 5% of the students picked
any of the other options. In the MTF format, we found that only 49% of
the students answered all four T–F statements correctly, suggesting that
many of the students still struggled with one or more concepts underlying reaction dynamics. This question along with additional examples in
supplemental table S2 demonstrated how the two formats showed some
correspondence in overall answer patterns, whereas the MC format obscured finer details in how the students would have separately responded
to the various response options.
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Multiple–choice and multiple–true–false formats differ in their
question scores and overall scores
We further compared how scores differed for individual MC×MTF questions. We calculated the question score for each question (i.e., the percentage correct for MC and the average percentage correct of all four
statements for MTF) and analyzed the association between scores in the
MC and MTF formats (Figure 4 a). There was a strong correlation between the percentage correct for questions in the MC and MTF formats (r
= .79, p < .001). On average, MC question scores were five points lower
than MTF question scores (MC: mean [M] = 67.5, standard error of the
mean [SEM] = 3.4; MTF: M = 72.1, SEM = 1.8; t(35) = –2.05, p = .048),
but differences in the scores for each question depended on the question
difficulty, as was indicated by the position of the linear regression line
relative to the one-to-one line. For questions of which roughly 75% of the
students answered correctly in the MC format, the percentage correct in
the MTF format was similar. For questions of which the percentage correct in the MC format was below 75%, the percentage correct in the MTF
format tended to be higher (e.g., an MC question with 48% correct had

Figure 4. The individual question scores and overall student scores. (a) The gray
dots represent the percentage correct for each MC×MTF question in either the MC
or MTF format (r = .79, p < .001). The percentage correct for a MTF question equals
the average percentage correct for each of the four T–F statements. The solid line
represents the linear regression line. (b) The open gray dots represent the percentage correct across all experimental MC questions and MTF statements for each student (r = .75, p < .001). The solid line represents the quadratic regression line. The
dotted lines in both panels represent the one-to-one lines in which questions would
appear if they had the same percentage correct in the different formats.
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an MTF percentage correct of 63%). Conversely, for questions of which
the percentage correct in the MC format was above 75%, the percentage correct in the MTF format tended to be lower (e.g., an MC question
with 93% correct had an MTF percentage correct of 83%).
To determine how the MC and MTF formats affected the overall student scores, we separately calculated the percentage correct across all
experimental MC and MTF questions for each student (figure 4b). Again,
there was a strong correlation between overall scores in the two formats
(r = .75, p < .001), with the average student scores being five points
lower in the MC format than in the MTF format (MC: M = 67.1, SEM =
1.3%; MTF: M = 71.8, SEM = 1.0%; t(192) = –5.47, p < .001). Similar to
question scores, the effect of format on overall student performance depended on student ability levels. In this case, however, the relationship
was best fit with a nonlinear regression line (F(1) = 5.61, p = .02 for linear versus nonlinear fit). By comparing the regression line with the oneto-one line, we saw that the low-performing students scored higher on
MTF than on MC questions, whereas the high-performing students performed at more similar levels between the two formats.
Differences between the two formats are recapitulated on
clicker questions
To determine whether the observed response patterns were robust to
context, we compared MC and MTF-like clicker question responses from
the follow-up experiment. We observed that the MC format again underestimated the endorsement rates for both correct and incorrect options and that the fractional relationship between the endorsement rates
in the two formats was similar across contexts (supplemental figure S3;
ANOVA: main effect of context, F(1, 241) = 0.08, p = .78, interaction between context and option, F(4, 241) = 0.36, p = .84). There was a significant effect of answer option, which indicated that the fractional relationship differed among the various options (main effect of option, F(4,
241) = 18.17, p < .001).

Discussion
When we consider the purposes of assessment, the MTF format has certain advantages over the MC format, particularly in the biological sciences, in which students often evaluate different aspects or explanations
of a phenomenon. First, although the MC format implicitly rests on a
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cognitive model in which student conceptions are coherent at the level
of an individual question, the MTF format acknowledges that students
typically hold mixed and partial understandings. Second, the MTF format provides a question score that includes partial credit and produces
estimations of the extent to which students separately endorse each response option. Finally, the MTF format requires little additional writing
or grading effort but can uncover a greater richness in student thinking
to inform instructors as they make judgments about student learning.
Our findings suggest that the most important divergence in MC and
MTF questions lies at the level of how the two formats convey the level
of understanding of the various response options. In particular, our results show that the MC format systematically overestimates the percentage of students with full question mastery and that selection rates in the
MC format differ significantly from corresponding evaluations of each
statement in the MTF format. Therefore, instructors should keep in mind
that correct MC responses do not equate with full question mastery and
that students who switch from an incorrect option to the correct option
after a period of instruction or peer discussion may still retain underlying misconceptions. Furthermore, instructors should use caution when
attempting to use distractor selection rates on MC clicker questions, concept inventories, or other instruments to estimate the frequency of incor
rect ideas. Our previous research has shown that students infrequently
list incorrect conceptions in their answers to FR questions (Hubbard
et al. 2017), so the current findings suggest that the MTF format has a
unique capacity to diagnose the presence of latent misconceptions that
go underestimated by both the MC and FR formats.
With respect to question scores, we found that for easy MC questions,
the requirement to evaluate all options resulted in lower MTF scores.
However, for difficult MC questions, partial credit and potential guessing enabled students to achieve higher MTF scores, so instructors should
keep in mind that student MTF question scores may overestimate how
readily students would be able to identify the correct answer in the MC
format. Instructors can address this apparent discrepancy by analyzing individual MTF statement response rates to diagnose student understanding of the various concepts in the question. We also discovered that
lower-performing students benefited the most from the MTF format, suggesting that the MTF format can selectively raise exam grades for students at risk of failing a course.
By targeting and revealing a more nuanced portrait of student thinking, the MTF format also has additional benefits related to how assessment supports the learning process (Black and Wiliam 2009). Assessment
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can serve to communicate and represent learning expectations, and
whereas the MC format conveys a sense that students can achieve success by recognizing the correct answer from a list of options, the MTF
format establishes that learning involves evaluating both correct and incorrect ideas (Richardson 1992). Next, MTF questions provide specific
information about areas of partial understanding, enabling students and
instructors to adjust their practices to promote more complete learning.
Finally, in cases in which assessment questions are used to facilitate peer
discussion, such as with clicker questions, the MTF format potentially
encourages students to discuss all the different options rather than attempting to find one correct answer.
In choosing a question format, instructors aim to gather the most valid
and reliable portrait of student understanding available under the particular testing conditions (Crocker and Algina 2006). Many of the validity
and reliability advantages of the MTF format stem from a student’s ability to answer more MTF statements than MC questions in a given time
period. Although the ratio varies based on the length of the question stem
and the number of answer choices, students can answer roughly 2.6–3.4
MTF statements in the same time as 1 MC question with 4–5 response
options (Frisbie and Sweeney 1982, Kreiter and Frisbie 1989). Thus, students take slightly longer to answer a full MTF question compared with
a similar MC question, but each MTF question provides multiple pieces
of information on student understanding, whereas an MC question only
captures a single student response. This can enable coverage of a broader
range of topics and improves an assessment’s content validity (i.e., the
degree to which an assessment samples across a given domain).
Multiple–true–false question scoring
When using the MTF format, instructors must choose how to score the
questions. A main concern is that the relatively high guess rate will introduce noise that undermines the internal reliability of an instrument
(i.e., consistency of responses across items). Thus, researchers have developed scoring rules to account for the guess rate by only giving students
credit for a question if they exceed the guessing threshold or by applying
a penalty for wrong answers. However, these various scoring rules reduce
the amount of information in the score, introduce potential artifacts, and
provide no benefit to test reliability (Gross 1982, Hsu et al. 1984, Tsai and
Suen 1993). Among scoring rules, the rule in which students only earn
credit for a question if they answer all four T–F statements correctly has
the lowest guess rate, but by reducing all levels of partial understanding
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to zero credit, this rule forfeits a significant amount of information on
within-question variation and decreases test reliability (Tsai and Suen
1993). Thus, the partial-credit scoring rule used here is suitable for instructional purposes (Siddiqui et al. 2016). Furthermore, this partialcredit scoring rule is easy to calculate and consistent with the underlying premise that MTF questions capture mixed and partial conceptions.
Limitations and considerations for using multiple–true–false
questions
Although the data presented here suggest that the MC and MTF formats differ in how they reveal student understanding, it is important to
consider potential artifacts introduced by the MTF format. For example, early research indicated that students tend to mark true more often
than false in the MTF format, and this difference is more pronounced
when students are asked to evaluate each option as true or false than
when directed to only indicate the true options (Cronbach 1941). However, these results contradict more recent data suggesting that students
tend to leave alternatives blank on MTF assessments with directions to
only indicate the true options (Pomplun and Omar 1997). We aimed to
combat potential MTF response tendencies by giving students practice
answering MTF questions in class and by including an even balance of
questions with one, two, or three true statements. Thus, students would
not have received a benefit from systematically guessing true or marking
certain response patterns on MTF exam questions. Although some MTF
response patterns may seem implausible to an expert, previous interview
studies have found that students may not view contradictory answers as
illogical, in some cases because they have misinterpreted the meaning
of statements that include naïve ideas (Federer et al. 2013). Taken together, these limitations underscore the inherent difficulties in measuring student thinking and highlight the need for additional research to
understand how faculty interpret and value student responses to closedended questions.
During the design process, instructors should consider their assessment objectives and choose formats that meet their needs while taking
into account the available resources and administration constraints. Compared with MC questions, our data suggest that the MTF format provides
a more complex picture of student thinking regarding the various options
while requiring virtually no additional question writing or scoring efforts. There are two cases in which the MC format would still be appropriate. The first situation occurs when the answer options are mutually
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exclusive, such that answering one option negates the other options. For
example, the MC format would be appropriate for a genetics problem in
which students predict the proportion of offspring with a particular genotype. The second situation occurs when the instructor wants students
to make comparisons among response options. For example, instructors
in clinical medicine might ask students to select the best treatment plan
among several viable options (Chandratilake et al. 2011). Nonetheless,
when the answer options contain different—even if closely related—conceptions, the MTF format provides the most direct way to assess student
understanding of these ideas.
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